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In a world filled with inspirational know-it-alls and quotable blowhards, only one figure is indifferent
enough to tell the cranky truth: Grumpy Cat. Following the success of her New York Times
bestselling debut, everyone's favorite disgruntled feline is back with this demotivational guide to
everyday life, love, friendship, and more. Featuring many new photos of Grumpy Cat's famous
frown and packed with uninspiring observations, The Grumpy Guide to Life will help anyone get in
touch with their inner grouch.
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The Grump strikes again. The captions are funny & the pictures are great. GC knows how to deal
with the ups and downs of your miserable human life. (--: Keep Calm and just say NO. I enjoyed
every grumpy page.

Pictures and quick one liners guide us through Grumpy Cat's advice guide.While not as funny as
the first book, some observations may be considered overdone or even a tad depressing, the book
continues the spirit of grumpiness.Overall, a cute read.

This is a great gift for a cat lover! It's very funny and entertaining. It's a book that you pick up when
you want to relax, let your mind go blank, and enjoy doing nothing. My wife enjoyed reading through
it before we gifted it, and thoroughly enjoyed skimming through it...and she's more of a dog person!
The quality of the book is excellent! I have no idea why someone would their money purchasing the

kindle version. The cover is like a matted picture frame...3D. The construction of the book is very
artfully done. A really good purchase!

Bought a couple of this, one as a gift.it's loads of fun for kids, teens and adults.it's a quick read , it's
a small, coffee table book.If you love Grumpy Cat or have a little one that does, get it.

Bought this for my 21-year old grand nephew, who loved it, too. If you know cats, this is one tough
cooky, but entirely in character for the felines I've known. Very few were sweet natured, loving
creatures the way the dogs I've had were.

It's just awesome ! If you love grumpy cat, his grumpiness or his catness this is almost a MUST :) ~
!its really funny, with some nice pictures of grumpy cat, great funny sayings \ quotes and it can really
brighten up your day :D !only thing good to know before buying - its small (like half an A4) so just
good to know cause you could get a wrong impression. the size\length is the only reason I took off a
star.

Well done my Grumpy girl!! This little hard bound book has lovely photos, wry wit and overall nicely
constructed.Too bad it was printed in China rather than the US but the quality is top notch.

This was a very funny book I even enjoyed it on my b&w kindle was a little hard to read but was still
as entertaining! I bought this book because I love grumpy cat and hims memes! Will be purchasing
more grumpy cat books in the future!
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